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Abstract
Ethnographic research has become a salient qualitative research method for studying the
phenomena of education and schooling and when the aim is to reach the authentic reality. But
how applicable is this method to indigenous peoples’ research, such as the Sámi? What is the
ethnographer’s role at the Sámi School? The purpose of this article is to 1) contemplate the
ethnographic research approach in school research, 2) review its applicability to studying
Sámi education by using one ethnographic research process as an example, and 3) to create a
picture of the Sámi School with the ethnographic research. Ethnography seems to suit well
indigenous studies if the aim is to genuinely understand the target, like the Sámi School in the
sample research, together with the research partners and from their point of view – especially,
if the researcher is also a bearer of the Sámi culture.
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1. Introduction
Educational research has become more and more versatile and traveled a long road from
quantitative research toward various qualitative methods (Creswell, 2003; Henson et al.,
2010). Ethnography has been recognized as a suitable method when the aim is to understand
people and their life in the context they live (Hostetler, 2005). Given this starting point,
ethnography is well applicable when doing research on indigenous peoples’ cultures,
education, and life. Institutions like school have come to serve as mediators between
indigenous communities and the outside world, and they are sites in which scholars can
contribute to community-based research without intruding on private life. Simultaneously,
such institutions are ideal for the study of processes of, for example, self-representation,
self-determination, repatriation, and economic development. (Turner Strong, 2005.)
In this article, we review the typical features of ethnographic research and its applicability to
the studying of Sámi education. Our analysis is based on the first author’s dissertation
“Cultural Sensitivity in The Sámi School Through Educational Anthropology” (Keskitalo,
2010). She is a Sámi teacher herself who studied the classroom culture at the Norwegian
Sámi School, its teaching arrangements and special linguistic and cultural characteristics. We
will introduce the special features of this research process and pursue presenting a new
viewpoint to research on Sámi education which is one part of our current research project
launched at the University of Lapland (see http://lbleadership.wordpress.com) and directed by
Professor Kaarina Määttä.
The Sámi live in four countries: in Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Kola Peninsula in Russia.
Altogether, there are about 100 000 Sámi people in these countries. About 40 000 of them can
speak the Sámi language. The word ‘Sámi’ is derived from the word in Sámi language
‘Sápmi’ which means the geographical area populated traditionally by the Sámi. The Sámi
people form a nationality that does not have a nation or nation borders but a common
language, culture, and history (Smith, C., 2005). It should be noted that Sámi can be written
in the English language as Sami, Sámi, or Saami but we use the word Sámi. The definition of
Sámi varies by country. According to the one used in Norway is based on the Sami electoral
register:
“All persons who make a declaration to the effect that they consider themselves to be Sami,
and who either a. have Sami as their domestic language, or b. have or have had a parent,
grandparent or great-grandparent with Sami as his or her domestic language, or c. are the
child of a person who is or has been registered in the Sami electoral register may demand to
be included in a separate register of Sami electors in their municipality of residence. The
Sami electoral register is drawn up on the basis of the national population register in the
municipality, the register of Sami electors at the time of the last election and the demands for
inclusion or deletion received during the electoral term.” (Act of 12 June 1987 No. 56, §
2-6.)
The Sámi are recognized as one of the indigenous peoples. There are several definitions for
indigenous people but in this research, we use the definition compiled by the International
Labour Organization (ILO no. 169, 1989). Among the countries with Sámi population, only
3
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Norway has ratified the ILO 169 convention in 1990 (see Utdanningsdirektoratet, 2007). The
definition of indigenous people in ILO 169 convention grounds on the assumption that the
nation is governed by some other population than the indigenous one. In addition, the
indigenous population in question has to identify itself as indigenous people. The Sámi have
their own culture, language, and means of livelihood as well as a distinct connection with the
traditional territories and territorial waters. (Henriksen et al., 2005.) The debate concerning
indigenous people has raised the Sámi at a new position (see Valkonen, 2009).
In the 1970s, Anton Hoëm (1978) introduced a model of the socialization process of
education. The Sámi started to write by themselves more and more about educational issues
in the 1990s. Previous research that relate to the science of education has been focused on the
Sámi school history and on political research. Recently, more attention has been paid on how
the western education has affected individuals, local culture, and knowledge. For example,
Asta Balto (1997; 2008) has studied the phenomenon of traditional Sámi upbringing and
adapted the results to the practices of Sámi comprehensive education.
Along research, the forms of indigenous knowledge are beginning to be understood by
scholars (Murillo, 2009) – even to the extent where methods of collecting, analyzing and
presenting data characterize the western academic tradition as well as indigenous ways of
knowing, communicating and sharing knowledge (Webster & John, 2010). Indeed, when the
purpose is to rethink schooling from the perspective of indigenous peoples’ own needs, it is
worth asking how educational practices and curriculum will need to change to recognize and
incorporate local forms of knowledge and ways of knowing.
This article is connected to the research on Sámi education that was originally launched by
the Sámi University College in Norway and the University of Lapland in Finland. Next, we
will introduce ethnography as a method briefly and then focus on special issues about
researching indigenous people and their education as an ethnographer.
2. What is Ethnography?
Ethnography as a word is derived from a Greek word ‘ethnos’ which refers to a tribe or
people and a word ‘graphia’ which means ‘to write’ (Opas, 2004). Thus, ethnography aims to
describe the nature of those who are studied (i.e. to describe a people, an ethnos) through
writing. The roots of ethnography are in anthropology (Metsämuuronen, 2006) – and often
among quite exotic and remote research targets. Polish Bronislaw Malinowski conducted
research among the habitants of the island of Trobriant between 1913 and 1916 and made the
concept of “field” in ethnographic research well-known (Malinowski, 1984).
Ethnography can be defined in many ways (Lappalainen, 2006). According to Clifford Geertz
(1973), ethnography is thick description about culture (see also James, 2001); whereas
Beverley Skeggs (1999) defines it as a way of seeing otherwise. Paul Atkinson and Martin
Hammersley (1994) compare it with an expedition during which the researcher works with
unstructured material and is interested in the research target.
Usually, working in the field and writing as well as the purpose to understand and describe
the research target analytically through observation are part of ethnography. Traditionally, an
4
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ethnographer is seen as a lonely hero, a maverick, who in defiant of dangers goes in the field,
returns and tells the world about his/her exciting experiences (Gerstl-Pepin & Gunzenhauser,
2002). A castaway’s role is an ethnographer’s dream because then it is not necessary to pay
for keep and, at its best, the researcher becomes a member of the community almost by itself
(Eräsaari, 1994). Hawaiian Haunani Kay Trask (1993) calls anthropologists teachers who
exploit indigenous peoples’ hospitality and generosity. Anishinaabe Author and Professor
Gerald Vizenor (1999) has made an ironic statement that you can never criticize
anthropologists too much (see also Kuokkanen, 2002). Vizenor calls them academic
pretadors who pose with their prey in photos (Vizenor, 1999). However, the major challenge
is getting access to the field as western researchers through history have met serious problems
when trying to collect data in cultures different from their own. It condenses the core of
ethnography that grounds on anthropology as this kind of approach can be seen problematic
from indigenous peoples’ point of view. The new school disassociates itself from the
anthropologic tradition when it comes to research on education and schooling (see also
Geertz, 1973, 2010; Ogbu, 1982; Smith, L.T, 2005) and aims at highlighting issues related to
power relationships and epistemology. Our research aims at theoretizing and noticing the
culture through its own premises (see Geertz, 1973; 2010).
Ethnography is a sort of umbrella that covers various methodological approaches. It has been
used in many disciplines. It has also been named directly by the context where the research is
conducted: virtual ethnography (Anttonen 2004), ethnography of experience (Rantala 2005),
hospital ethnography (Van der Geest & Finkler, 2004), autobiographical auto-ethnography
(Atkinson, 2004), and school ethnography which has been implemented already for over
three decades (Gordon et al., 2001). However, research at school differs from traditional
anthropologist research because school is not totally strange or unfamiliar. Everyone has
some kinds of school experiences. Often, familiarity is considered problematic to the
reliability of the research (Coffey, 1999). An ethnographer who conducts research at school
has to be able to re-consider what is already known and safe (Gordon et al., 2000).
In ethnographic writing, information is produced through a dialogue between the intrinsic and
extrinsic, the old and new, and experience. Field work may represent an existentialistic
experience and situation where the researcher’s identity is formed when the researcher
confronts otherness which is often quite problematic. This dialogue is one of the methods in
ethnography. (Moltu, 2004.)
3. School Ethnography among Indigenous Peoples
Western imperialism created considerable trouble and insecurity to indigenous peoples
around the world. Compromises, coalitions, and power centralization strongly affect
educational policy, the science of education, and society and culture otherwise too. (Singh et
al., 2005.) Issues concerning indigenous peoples’ education are closely connected to the
concepts of power and democracy and human rights (King & Schielmann, 2004). For
example, Juha Suoranta (1999) points out that often the problems are seen from the western
point of view not being able to recognize their true nature. Therefore, the criticism toward
colonialism has given birth to the idea of anthropologist action and participatory research
5
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with educational issues at the center.
When it comes to the Sámi, previously anthropologists wandered in Lapland researching
initiated by outsiders (the most active lappologists were, for example, Nickul, T. I. Itkonen, J.
K. Qvigstad, and K. B. Wiklund). It is worthwhile to notice the lappological tradition as a
factor that affects Sámi research. Lappology is the antecedent of Sámi research and research
on the Sámi people – however, the lappological research was conducted by outsiders in order
to build the identities of the Norwegians, Finns, and Swedes simultaneously creating a picture
of the Sámi as the opposite and other without any possibilities to survive in the modern world.
It has described the Sámi culture from the outsider’s point of view from the end of the 17th
century till the end of the 20th century – this period was colored by colonialism, imperialism,
nationalism, social Darwinism, and cultural racism. (Schanche, 2002.) Veli-Pekka Lehtola
deliberated the connection between Sámi research and lappology is viewed in the following
manner: All modern researchers are followers of the lappological tradition. The lappologists’
role at their own time was not that black and white as is claimed. By deciphering the
lappologists’ real role in their own community, it is possible to study the present roles: the
relationships between the researcher, scientific community, and society. (cited in Vilkuna,
2005, p. 258.) During the past decades, Sámi research has moved toward intercultural
approach: the intent has been to replace the term ‘lappology’ with a new appellation
‘multidisciplinary Sámi research’ that also the Sámi participate in (The encyclopaedia of
Sámi culture, 2003).
The macro-level problems of Sámi research relate to the colonization of the Sámi and affect
directly to the micro-level. The features that are typical of school research effect in the
background. For example, the personnel do not necessarily trust that the research would
improve the everyday situation at school. It can be called research skepticism which also
bears the burden of lappology. Yet, it is worth remembering that a teaching situation is – or at
least should be – open by nature and that openness is the key word when aiming at
developing school (Kohonen & Leppilampi, 1992).
The same phenomenon of skepticism has been noticed in other communities as well.
Indigenous people are generally cynical about the benefits of research and cautious toward
what many perceive to be the colonial mentality or ‘positional superiority’ ingrained in the
psyche of western researchers (see Prior, 2007). Yet, the hallmark of traditional ethnographic
research has been intensive, long-term participant-observation in a local community (Turner
Strong, 2009). Pauline Turner Strong notes that “this remains a significant mode of research,
although today participant-observation often takes place in institutional settings such as
tribal schools” (Turner Strong, 2009, p. 256).
Despite increasing interest, school ethnography has it challenges as well. Ángel Díaz de Rada
(2007) blames the school for being too bureaucratic in many ways in order to support
ethnographic research as it is opposed to the positivist ideal of ‘scientific’ simplification (see
also Erickson & Gutierrez, 2002). Whereas Martin G. Forsey (2011) points out how a
reported sight is commonly considered objective in the western culture and suggest that
researchers should apply engaged listening in addition to visual observation. Michael Marker
6
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(2000, p. 401) for example claims that “if the stories of [indigenous] students could be heard
and understood, and if the local political context of their encounter with higher education
could be shown, it would unmask a number of presuppositions about ethnicity and
education”. Although, Marker’s research has focused on higher education, we think that his
idea about listening and giving space to indigenous peoples’ opinions and experiences about
education in general is essential and important.
According to our literature survey, recent ethnographic researches at indigenous peoples’
schools seem to focus on colonization and its manifestation at school through a variety of
perspectives: for example, to identify both curriculum content and pedagogical strategy
(London, 2002), culture-based curriculum (Hermes, 2000), the practical establishment of a
school for indigenous people (Wardell, 2006), bilingual intercultural education in indigenous
schools as an illustration of teacher interpretations of government policy (Valdiviezo, 2009),
the dualistic notion of insider/outsider in ethnographic research (Webster & John, 2010), and
physical education at indigenous peoples’ school (Fitzpatrick, 2011).
Vuokko Hirvonen (2004/2003) and her work group (Hirvonen, 2003) have studied the
realization of the curriculum at the Norwegian Sámi School. Jan Henry Keskitalo (2003,
2009) has been working on the Sámi traditional knowledge’s role in the formal education
from the perspective of indigenous people. Research aims to implement the Sámi’s
self-determination because research can be seen as a way of enhancing self-direction,
communal empowering, and finding functional strategies.
In this article, we want to review the ethnographer’s role in school ethnography carried out at
indigenous people’s school and especially by a member of indigenous people (see also
Keskitalo, 2010; Keskitalo & Määttä, 2011a; Keskitalo & Määttä, 2011b; Keskitalo, Määttä,
& Uusiautti 2011). Natives or members of indigenous people have the advantage as they
already have the same level with the research target that is other indigenous people; Ray
Barnhardt has quite incisively pointed out the difference between “ivory tower knowledge”
and traditional, indigenous or real-world knowledge (Barnhardt, 2002, p. 241). Ole F.
Lillemyr et al. (2010) have noted that for Indigenous people in particular, cultural values,
sense of relatedness and self-determination are important components of school motivation.
All these could be studied and enhanced by ethnographic research.
4. The Ethical Challenges of Researching the Sámi
According to Jelena Porsanger (2007), certain basic requirements concern indigenous
peoples’ methodologies, such as research ethics. It appears in the relationship between
researchers who are members of indigenous peoples and indigenous peoples that are research
targets. These questions are relevant to Sámi epistemology, methodology planning and
implementation in Sámi research projects. (Porsanger, 2007.)
Special ethical situation- and context-based challenges embody research on the Sámi.
According to Tove Bull (2002), the researcher has to be familiar with the Sámi’s history,
traditions, culture, and language in order to be able to research the Sámi society. Ethical
requirements that concern research among indigenous peoples are, for example, responsibility
7
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for disseminating information and local participation. All information has to be handled in
confidence. Furthermore, participants have to approve the research (Porsanger, 2007).
Research results have to be returned to the society where the research was carried out (Bull,
2002; Barron, 2002). In other words, it is important to build and cherish trust between the
researcher and research participants. The researcher has to be aware that he/she will meet the
research participants later on as well (Nystad, 2003).
Research ethics provides that no one can be hurt based on the research or recognized if that is
the agreement. Naturally, there are many ways of doing research and these issues are usually
solved case-specifically. Our sample research was conducted in Norway and the research
permission for collecting data through videoing required that the research partners had to
remain anonymous and unidentifiable from the report. Therefore, when it comes to school
research, the researcher has to deliberate how to hide or blot out things from the research
based on which the schools could be recognized. It can be done by omitting detailed
descriptions of the exterior features of the schools and classrooms or of participants’
backgrounds. First and foremost, the challenge in Sámi research is that people who work in
the Sámi school context know each other at least somehow (Nystad, 2003). The reason for it
is the small collegial community and extensive network of relatives.
In this research, we have followed the framework of Norwegian Data Protection Agency
research permission. The partners undersigned agreements. Similarly in this research, the
procedures followed the requirements of indigenous peoples’ research listed by Bull (2002).
People were informed about the research both verbally and in writing. The strength in this
research is the first author’s own language proficiency: she was able to communicate in the
participants’ own language whether it was the Norwegian, Sámi, or Finnish language.
The first author is a bearer of the Sámi culture. According to Elina Helander and Kaarina
Kailo, Sámi tradition is comparable to scientific knowledge. The Sámi observe their
environment as systematically as researchers do. The Sámi knowledge is not, however, more
subjective or objective than the knowledge of the dominant population. Everyone interprets
things through one’s cultural background: the Sámi based on their cultural background
whereas the researcher who is a member of the dominant population has his/her cultural
background according to which he/she interprets the data. (Helander & Kailo, 1999.) In this
research, the data is emic which means that the researchers do not work as outside observers
(see also Pike, 1967). Instead, it is important to bring out researcher’s position which is
typical of ethnographic and educational-anthropological research. Ethnographic research is a
living process where the researcher has to accept threads that lead to several directions
(Saikkonen & Miettinen, 2005). Emic approach in this research was chosen in order to
emphasize the indigenous people’s own meanings and dissect the culture inside of it and from
the point of view of the speakers of the Sámi language and bearers of Sámi culture.
5. The Purpose of This Article and the Data
The purpose of this article is to view what are the possibilities to elicit the Sámi school
operation through ethnography and to exploit the findings for developing the school. The
main questions in this article are the following:
8
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1) What kinds of roles does the ethnographer possess when conducting Sámi school research?
2) How can ethnography be used for Sámi education?
3) What kind of picture can be drawn of the Sámi School through an ethnographic research?
In her doctoral research, Pigga Keskitalo (2010) studied the cultural sensitivity of the Sámi
School in Norwegian Sámi schools. The aim of the original empirical research was to analyze
how the school culture and the Sámi culture converge. At the same time, the question of how
the school supports the Sámi culture was at the center.
The research material comprised observations and research diary on education provided in
the Sámi and Norwegian speaking classes in six Sámi schools in Norway between 2001 and
2007, theme interviews (N=15) and questionnaires of teachers (N= 108), entries in the
research journal, and school documents such as annual plans and curricula, and information
distributed by the media. The objective was to understand and present the overall situation of
Sámi education. The situation has been examined through two Reforms: Curriculum 1997
Sámi O97S (Gonagaslaš girko-, oahpahus- ja dutkandepartemeanta, 1997) and Sámi
Curriculum 2007 Máhttolokten (Máhttodepartemeanta et al., 2008). The research method was
school ethnography complemented with a combination of qualitative and quantitative
methods.
There are many ways of doing science in the indigenous peoples’ school context (Lipka, 1998)
and due to the multidimensional nature of the research target, a combination of methods may
be needed in order to analyze the field as comprehensively as possible (Teddlie & Tashakkori,
2003). When studying the meanings in the Sámi curriculum, the ones provided the societal
situation have to be taken into consideration: both micro and macro levels involve
possibilities and obstacles. Teaching practices are formed, for example, in the confrontation
of various cultures (Moilanen & Räihä, 2001) and therefore, activities connected to teaching
may bear different meanings.
The research process was cyclic, including the analysis which overlapped with the course of
action (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Research material was categorized and divided into
meaningful components but by preserving the connection to entirety. The research material
was organized inductively; thus, the analysis is inductive, data-driven (Tesch, 1990).
The research material has been constructed through social communication and therefore
knowledge has been created in collaboration with the research partners and assessed by the
researchers. Because of the information produced this way in social interaction and
co-operation, it seems important to use the term ‘research partner’ like, for example, Erika
Sarivaara (2010) did. In this research, knowledge is considered unique and context-bound.
6. The Ethnographer at the Sámi School
Based on our practical and theoretical experience on ethnographic research at the Sámi
School, the ethnographer’s roles can be illustrated in the following way (see Figure 1). Next,
we will introduce these roles in detail and review school ethnography among the Sámi
through these roles.
9
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Figure 1. The school ethnographer’s roles in Sámi culture (designed by Määttä, 2011)
6.1 The school ethnographer dissects cultural sensitivity
The main attention in this research was focused on the relation between socialization and
enculturation because dovetailing the traditional and informal education and culture is a
central problem in education. The data showed that the way the western school system
dominates instruction in the Sámi School is spirally connected with the assimilation, power
relations, and socialization process that the Sámi had experienced. The way the school
organizes teaching is connected with the historical task of the school, namely, the nature of
the school as an organization and the conditions in which Sámi schools provide their
instruction.
The problem in many Sámi schools is that their pedagogical arrangements and curricula are
similar to other schools. Students are not socialized into their own cultures. Instead, the Sámi
School is organized based on the prevailing values. Rather than skills and attitudes, it is
affected by the values of one kind of information society. The visual environment at the
10
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schools was scarce. Neither the pupils’ Sámi language nor themes that emerged from the local
culture functioned as stimuli. For example, English language group works hung across the
walls of the classroom got more visibility than the ones in the Sámi language.
The research material showed that the school culture and Sámi culture did not meet each
other sufficiently. In this research, this phenomenon appeared as liminalization where the
Sámi School is on the way toward autonomy if the conditions are framed so that they will
enable it. However, the question is not that simple: Rauna Kuokkanen (2007) writes about
cultural conflicts by criticizing them. According to the author, we simply cannot talk about
the collision of cultures because the issue is always linked with power relations as well. In
this context, it means that Sámi education lacks self-determination. In ideal circumstances,
teaching provided by the school would be based on the values of the surrounding community
(see Hollins, 2008).
6.2 The school ethnographer describes otherness
Ethnography and anthropological research tradition have been criticized especially for their
focus on otherness and pursue of defining primitiveness (see Smith, 1999; Kuokkanen, 2002).
The research subjects were described as others, exciting and different. The other was seen as
the opposite of oneself and the anthropologist’s task was to explain the unfamiliarity into
something understandable.
The concept of otherness can be changed along with the change in ethnography. In this
research on Sámi education, “the other” lives in the ethnographer’s experiences and is
researchable, interpretable, and understandable. Minna Opas (2004) considers ethnography as
mutual understanding resulting from the negotiations between the ethnographer and research
partners. In this research, the days at school consisted of numerous negotiation situations that
included mutual experiences.
Our relationship with knowledge is determined by social constructionism and the theory of
post-structuralistic reading. In this research, social constructionism means that knowledge is
produced in cooperation with the research partners in a circular argument within the theory
and that context where the Sámi School is located in. Furthermore, the post-structuralist
theory of reading was employed as it has emphasis on the event. Therefore, the ethics of
reading refers to the sense of responsibility to the event and uniqueness. In this research, it
means that firstly, the researcher has to be aware of her position. Secondly, the researcher
cannot manifest what she has seen and experienced but merely, based on the research
problems, bring out some practical challenges of the Sámi School.
According to René Gothóni (1997), field work that involves data collection amid other people
demands the ability to empathize and diverge. Empathizing means that the researcher tries to
put herself in the research partners’ position in order to understand them, their behavior, and
the context where the Sámi schools operate. Yet, critical research also necessitates the ability
to pull away from the research target. The aim is to view issues from further – this is why the
ethnographer is supposed to keep a diary, write down observations, and read relevant
literature.
11
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6.3 The school ethnographer reflects teaching events
The research process is cyclic in nature. Its every phase involves analysis that proceeds as a
reflective process all the way from planning till conclusions. The process in this research
started with contextualization and formulating research questions that were specified into
their final form during the research process. In order to contextualize the work, it was
necessary to get acquaint with the history of Sámi education, its curricula and previous
research on the curricula.
In most educational research, reflection is defined as a useful and necessary method helping
analyzing teaching and school environment critically. One way of doing this is through using
observation and reflection as a way of bringing about change. In school research, reflection
forms one important part of pursuing the change. In addition, reflection helps a researcher to
demonstrate his/her own action and maturing, and his/her values and to reflect them in
relation to the change. (e.g. Oser et al., 1992; Artzt & Armour-Thomas, 2002.)
In this research, the researcher reflected events that took place at school in order to perceive
the present state of Sámi education. At the same time, her understanding about the issues that
were significant to the research strengthened (see Keskitalo, 2010). When a researcher
reflects his/her own action profoundly and frequently, the researcher may, in a manner of
speaking, lose his/her grip of the core concept of the research. Therefore, reflection is a
dialogue between questions and answers that the researcher poses to himself or herself. (e.g.
Osterman & Kotkamp, 1993.)
6.4 The school ethnographer takes over the school field
In ethnographic research, working in the field in indigenous environment is a central concept.
When researchers work in the field, they are in some cases somewhere, elsewhere, far away.
They have to travel to get in the field, spend a long time researching – maybe some weeks or
months – during which researchers observe the research target trying to understand its events
and significant features. (Syrjäläinen, 1994.)
An ethnographer who researches the Sámi School has a structurally wide field to study: it
includes students, teachers, text books, teaching arrangements, and the community outside
the school. The ethnographer focuses on the everyday life at school in order to understand the
daily practices and processes;, and follows the events and teaching in the classroom by
observation. Yet, it is impossible to observe everything that takes place in the field.
Therefore, it is important that the researcher defines the limits for the analysis carefully. In
this research, the Sámi school research was focused on the following themes (cf. Rantala,
2005):
1) The school as material and economic environment (the equipment at school, learning
materials)
2) The school as physical space (school buildings, teachers’ room, classrooms,
break/playtime or PE facilities)

12
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3) The school as cultural and social environment (the cultural-sensitivity of school, the
position of the school in the community)
4) The school as linguistic and semantic environment (what language is used, how people
talk about the school)
5) The school as the environment for the interaction between people who work there (the
interaction between teachers and students and other personnel, communication between the
school and parents)
6) The school as the learning environment constructed by teaching arrangements and learning
situations (the number of students per classroom, timetables, the length of lessons, teaching
methods, project and theme work)
7) The school as space of discipline and control (the school regulations, means of controlling
students)
Paul Atkinson (1992) divides the field work phase into a three-part process. In the first phase,
the field and its events observed by the ethnographer are described. In the next phase, the
field is formed into writing that is not limited within the field and home any longer but is
mixed with the various phases of the research and writing process (Gupta & Ferguson, 1996).
In this school ethnography, the time the researcher spent at school is not long but versatile
data form a triangulation in the research. Data triangulation refers to a multiple perspective in
which various methods and approaches are combined (Saaranen-Kauppinen & Puusniekka,
2006).
6.5 The school ethnographer pulls together the various sides of school
One of the features in this research was the abundance of the phenomena in the indigenous
peoples’ teaching context: the connection between the teacher, teaching, guiding, and learning
is complicated. Yet, the aim of classroom research is to perceive the connection of guiding
and teaching with students’ learning (Anderson & Burns, 1989) although it is challenging to
describe all factors that affect the interaction between the teacher and the student group
(Heikkilä & Sahlström 2003; Sahlström, 2008a, 2008b). In addition, students’ learning is a
sum of several factors and it is not possible to completely or comprehensively observe the
teacher’s action in teaching (Anderson & Burns, 1989).
The purpose was to create as comprehensive picture about the Sámi School and education as
possible through diverse data collection: as if the ethnographer was assembling a jigsaw
puzzle when conducting school research (see also Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). The pieces of
this research cover the video data, interviews, questionnaires, diary, and curricula. The
research is analyzed by explaining how the pieces were selected in the research.
Furthermore, ethnography can be suitable method for observing the unconscious work at
classroom. According to Neil Harrison (2005, p. 879) indigenous students are already
learning outside an assimilation of the position of a non-indigenous, usually western, teacher.
This learning is produced through the discourse of negotiation, a meta-language that is
produced outside the methodologies and theories and beyond the conscious mind of the
13
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student. (see also Regalsky & Laurie, 2007.)
According to Ulla-Maija Salo (1999), the focus, analysis methods and the manner of
representation have to specified and defined several times during ethnographic writing. This
notion is valid in this research as well: it was worth realizing that the ethnographic data is not
dissected at once but it can be viewed in new connections and from new perspectives later on.
The manifold nature of the context and many different approaches expose the research to
disorder but it has to be considered as one characteristic of ethnography.
Furthermore, the form and outline of the research are ambulatory concepts. In this process,
the original research was molded into the present form. When dissecting the themes all over
again, the approaches are different. According to Amanda Coffey, the ethnographer’s role has
to be seen active, information productive and participative because of the social perspective
of the field work. (Coffey, 1999.) In this research, besides speech, actions, gestures, and
movements were significant. As several conversations may take place in the classroom at the
same time, the researcher had to select such entity that she had understood to be documented.
In the classroom, teaching happens formally through teaching arrangements and realization.
In addition, various encounters and situations take place in the classroom and do not
necessarily have anything to do with the formal teaching and learning. To the ethnographer,
the context is a real challenge exactly because of the multidimensional activities in the
classroom. It is also possible that acts and action are in danger of remaining ignored because
people’s speech and opinions come more clearly in the center.
6.6 The school ethnographer dramatizes and interprets the actuality at the Sámi School
In ethnographic research, pictures, texts, conversations, and experiences are mixed up and
form a new entity: an interpretation about what really happens at the Sámi School. Norman K.
Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln (2000) use the term ’montage’ to describe a stage where
researchers place the pieces they use for describing the phenomenon they have studied. They
situate actors on the research stage and select the actors’ lines from the data. The drama is not
authentic because researchers have selected the lines and scenes that represent the research
target the best in their opinion. The happenings do not move on as a sequential continuum on
stage but as various scenes and entrances into different situations. One of the most important
tasks of the researchers and dramatizers is therefore editing (see Rantala, 2007).
The interpretation in this research revealed that the Sámi School did not appear culturally
very sensitive. The problem of the school is that it cannot solve the ways how teaching is
arranged in the western school world referring, for example, to teacher-centered teaching
which is tied to text books. Subject and time allocation epitomizes this kind of the teaching
arrangement as well. Organizing teaching with the focus on a holistic approach would suit
Sámi education better. Then the school schedules, conception of space and idea of learning
would become more similar to the typical manner of surrounding environment. The working
methods at school should be developed into more pupil-centered than before and learning
environments should be seen as wider than just a classroom. For example, local people and
nature could be exploited in teaching remarkably more than they are today. To enhance
14
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pupils’ proficiency in Sámi language, it would also be important that the language would be
more visible in schools and classrooms. (see also Hertting & Alerby, 2009.)
In this dramatization, school rituals played a significant role as well. Educational
Anthropologist Christoph Wulf (2008) considers rituals as a part of the society. Rituals may
have either an including or excluding role. Moreover, rituals may involve stereotypes. Rituals
are social forms where social action and its manifestations produce rules and hierarchies.
(Wulf, 2008.) Also teaching epitomizes the transmission of rituals. Rituals appear in the
everyday life at school in various events and shifts and they help keeping the system together.
That exact feature seems to be the primary factor that separates school from enculturation.
Along with the original research, it started to seem that it was the question about a larger
entity than just school arrangements, such as keeping the doors locked, teacher-led instruction,
and placing desks apart. Maintaining the charade does indeed necessitate routines. School
days start in a certain, repetitive way: the first lesson takes place, then a break, the second
lesson, the third and so on.
Yet, this kind of school routine is not in accordance with the Sámi worldview. Nor do the
Sámi have a school history of their own that would have been formed from their own starting
point. School is an unfamiliar concept and institution for the Sámi: originally, it was brought
to the Sámi community by outsiders (Sara, 1987). The tradition of Sámi education is
relatively short due to which there are deficiencies at every level. Among others, these
deficiencies are the constant lack of qualified teachers and cultural sensitive learning material
in the Sámi language. However, the situation has improved little by little because of teacher
education and learning materials provided in the Sámi language. As the Sámi do not have
widely materialized self-governance, they have not been able to develop the Sámi School
from their own premises. Therefore, the present school culture as such does not meet the
Sámi’s needs sufficiently.
7. The Reliability of the Research
Especially in qualitative research, the reliability of the research should be evaluated at each
phase of the research. The research can be evaluated with four concepts: inner validity, outer
validity, reliability, and objectivity or – as Lincoln and Guba (1985) further suggest
concerning qualitative research – with credibility, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability. In this research, the data was variform and therefore, the research could be
evaluated through the criteria designed especially for mixed methods research. Mixed
methods research can be evaluated with independence of the methods, insulation of the data,
interdependence of the methods, integration, and the aim of the research (whether it is
comparability or contrast) (Brewer & Hunter, 1990). Thus, the reliability of the research can
be strengthened with a variety of data, researcher, or theory (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004;
Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and the first option was used in the research in question – although
naturally all parts of the research have to be executed carefully because mixing methods does
not compensate for badly performed parts of the research.
The researcher’s role should not be forgotten either: According to Michael Quinn Patton
(1990), it is all about the researcher’s reliability because the researcher is the ultimate
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instrument and the core of the analytic process. Furthermore, in school ethnography, the
researcher always affects the action in a classroom with her presence to some extent. In this
research, the teachers were asked to describe how much the researcher actually affected in the
classroom in order to check the inner validity of the research. In other words, it was about the
Hawthorne effect (see also Adair, 1984; Uusikylä, 1980).
It is worth noticing that the researcher did not spend a long time at school and thus it is
difficult to assess the researcher’s influence in the classroom in the long term. During the first
days at school, the Hawthorne effect was evident but eventually, students got used to the
researcher’s presence. Some students reacted strongly while other did not react at all. The
researcher’s presence could bother them: it was manifested by glancing at the camcorder
constantly and asking whether the camcorder was on or off. Sometimes, the researcher’s
presence had positive effect too as her presence could calm down the atmosphere in the
classroom.
In this school ethnography, observation was participative and partly active. Especially at the
children’s school level, students could ask the researcher for advice and therefore, she acted
as an ancillary teacher. Similarly, during breaks or playtime, students could ask the researcher
to participate in playing or games. At the middle school or juvenile school level, the
researcher worked mainly as an outside observer.
School ethnography is unpredictable and this feature manifested itself in this research as well.
The researcher could not know beforehand how long the process would take in reality.
Informing people about the research process, acquiring permissions, and recruiting the
schools for the research took time before carrying out the actual research. The purpose of the
research and its course were openly described at the phase of recruiting and visiting the
schools. Did the teachers change the practices due to it? Although teachers would have
concentrated on planning their teaching and working methods more than usually during the
lessons that were observed, they would have only showed their proficiency.
Often, the time spent among the research target is evaluated in ethnographic research.
However, according to Martin G. Forsey (2010), the outcomes of ethnographic research
should be judged more by the quality of the representation of the lived reality than with how
much time one spent in living this with the persons captured in ethnographic text. In other
words, too often the research is assessed according to how it was done rather than by the
strength of its findings and the skill of the analysis. This was the aim of this research as well
and it closely connected with the highest role of an ethnographer as the dramatizer described
in the previous chapter. The reliability of the research was also strengthened by careful
preparation before carrying out the observations by familiarizing with the written curriculum
and research on curricula, discussing with the teachers, and becoming acquainted with the
school plans and documents.
Observational research has its problems, too, because events that take place in the classroom
are difficult to interpret because of their multidimensional nature. In addition, researching
how the curriculum is realized in practice requires plenty of time and is laborious (Rønning,
2002). Indeed, studying the conflict of socialization at school is a many-sided target because
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socialization and curriculum theories are multidimensional as well (Øzerk, 2006).
It is quite typical of qualitative research that the research theme is defined, specified, and
altered all the time. During this research process, many sides of the research were specified in
the text and the researcher’s thinking constantly. The research shaped from a fragmented one
into more structured. Little by little, the researchers perceived better what the school change
is eventually about. School ethnography appeared a functional means to research Sámi
education and culture and to contribute to the aspirations of changing the teaching culture and
classroom practices.
8. Discussion
According to Skeggs (1999), ethnography is a research process where the researcher brings
forth his/her relation to power questions, ethics, and researcher’s responsibility. Ethnography
aims at describing and understanding cultural experiences, including classroom situations.
Furthermore, ethnography can be empowering because it gives space to teachers’ voice
(Spindler & Hammond, 2000). Revealing and contemplating the power relations are
important themes in the discourse about indigenous peoples; for example, researching the
limitations, order, and practices at the Sámi School.The meanings can be analyzed by
conceptualizing the context where the school functions in daily life. Meanings and cultural
relationships are intertwined and thus bring out the power questions (Lehtonen, 2004/1996).
New kinds of approaches are needed to canvassing and figuring out the societal power
structure (Kuokkanen, 2008). Also, James Collins (2009) argues that we have to consider
multiple levels of social and institutional structure as well as micro-analytic communicative
processes and cultural practices in education and society with new kinds of tools. Indigenous
peoples’ clearly have their own kind of knowledge, value, and ontological theories
(Kuokkanen, 2000; 2007). Indigenous peoples have their own ways of determining what is
necessary to know: they have a special understanding about the world and life. Nevertheless,
not even ontology and ethics are common to all indigenous peoples. According to Nils Oskal,
it is not possible to have a special and tenable methodology. Hermeneutically enriched
research requires scientific humbleness, openness, and courage. (Oskal, 2008.) Indigenous
peoples’ worldviews cannot be ignored either (Kuokkanen, 2007).
Linda Tuhiwai Smith dissects critically the western research philosophy and history.
According to Smith, it is necessary to decolonize research methods because of the European
imperialism and Smith does represent some options that could enable moving from
imperialism toward post-colonization and abandoning western paradigms. Indigenous
peoples’ research should help peoples to attain self-governance through empowerment,
survival, development, mobilization, changing, and decolonization. (Smith, 1999.) There is a
need to decolonize the Sámi School – or turn it toward Sáminess as Balto (2008) and
Hirvonen (2003b, 2004/2003) claim.
The epistemological starting point in this research was founded on the principles of minority
research. According to these principles, everyone has knowledge of something and it is
always produced in cooperation with others. The question is about various ideas of
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knowledge. (Mohanty, 1994.) In this research, methodological points of view were closely
connected with the information production, diversity, power relations, and paradigmatic
questions (see Eddy, 1997; Ford, 1997; Kuokkanen, 2000; Spindler, 1997; Wolcott, 1997;
Wulf, 2002).
In the educational-anthropological approach, the familiar is seen as unfamiliar in order to
perceive the hidden meanings. In order to change things, the special characteristics of the
target have to be brought out. Therefore, the original research introduced in this article aimed
at describing the special features of Sámi education extensively. In addition, openness is
typical of ethnography. The research is not grounded on certain hypotheses but the data is
derived from cultural context. The most important task is to create a coherent idea how to
raise children in a more diverse society than ever before. (Spindler & Hammond, 2000.)
The concepts of transculturation and inter-culturation describe the transformation from
cultures living side by side toward inter-culturalism. The diversity of the Sámi School
originates in the tradition of colonization and the decolonization process that follows it. The
Sámi’s political awakening, sámi lihkadus, and cooperation with indigenous peoples embody
this awakening. Sámi communities are relatively large because of the geographical reach of
their settlement. Inner, cultural, and livelihood related differences are also great; in addition,
the diversity manifests itself as multilingualism (see Helander, 1984; McLaughlin, 1987). The
local multiculturalism consists not only of the Sámi, Finns, Norwegians, and Kvens but also
other ethnic minorities: all these languages increase the language-sociological richness in the
everyday life at the Sámi School. Moreover, the political situation including legislation and
human rights has to be taken into consideration. In the school context, ecological and cultural
factors affect students’ cognitive, affective, and social development (Seitamo, 1991).
Linguistic and cultural diversity provides that teaching arrangements are student-sensitive. It
refers, for example, to such activities where the teacher notices students from their points of
view and encourages them to develop their own thinking (Zahorik, 1975). In addition, a
concept of ‘family literacy’ has been introduced to refer to the teachers’ capability of building
effective relationships between home, school and community (Cairney, 2001) – and in the
context of indigenous peoples’ schooling together with the dominant culture the concept
appears quite relevant.
The context of the Sámi School may be viewed through transculturation as it explains
transition as the foundation of social continuity. The purpose of the Sámi School is not to
homogenize culture so that the dominant culture would play the main role. Instead,
heterogenization, new kind of diversity, should be emphasized. As a salient part of
transculturation, the extrinsic and local are mixed and this interaction produces new
re-contextualizations. Therefore, the concept of transculturation is important as it helps
understanding the situations where cultures confront and proved a new perspective to the
power relations and decolonization processes. (Judén-Tupakka, 2003.) Furthermore, in the
diverse Sámi School context, it is important to be aware of the differences in experiential
worlds that affect individuals’ processes of adjustment, integration, and ethical diverging
(Eidheim, 2007). For diversity, it is important that the Sámi School context is not simplified
or categorized too radically through the emphases in the definition of Sáminess.
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Doing ethnography in Sámi School context begins with understanding indigenous pedagogy.
Indigenous pedagogy means pedagogy that has emerged from the local context of practice
(see Young, 2010, p. 2): How could one write ethnography in a manner that admires
indigenous cultures? Ethnography can help designing an indigenous educational model that is
culturally responsive, and rigorous, and supports students’ success. In today’s world,
globalism and multi-culturalism place various challenges for education, and culturally
sensitive education is one of the most important issues concerning these challenges (see also
Labaree, 2003; Schoorman & Bogotch, 2010). Therefore, the education of minorities and
indigenous peoples is of great importance as well because of their endangered and liminal
position in the society.
The need for conducting research ordered by not only the outsiders but by the indigenous
peoples themselves is obvious. Many indigenous peoples’ researchers think that theory as
such is not bad but important also to indigenous peoples because it helps them to understand
reality, make hypotheses about the world where they live and, first and foremost, create
strategies and control criticism toward indigenous peoples (Smith, 1999). According to Maori
Researcher Kathy Irwin (1992), theory is not any academic luxury but a necessary part of
revolutionary equipment. It is a tool that can harness the powers of mind, heart, and soul.
Irwin thinks that indigenous peoples do not need outsiders to develop methods that would
help them to understand who they are. Indigenous peoples can do it by themselves. The
method designers have always possessed the true power – and indigenous peoples may also
have this power. (Irwin, 1992; see also Kuokkanen 2002.)
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